- Downsizing of PCs, communication equipment, etc.
- Compacting of containers and packaging
- Production of rebottled products

- Sales with simplified or no packaging
- Sales by weight/measure

- Refinement of a repair system by manufacturers
- Extension of electric products
- Repair guarantee program

- Circulation production for copiers, etc.
- Reuse and recycling of film with lenses

- Use of recycled goods

- Preservation and improvement of function and capacity

- New movements in used vehicle market
- Expansion of recycling shops
- Expansion of regional recycling centers
- Repair and reuse of PCs

- Resource Saving
- Resource Saving
- Resource Saving
- Resource Saving

- Investment in a production system of recycled parts

- Use of recycled parts
- Selection of reusable parts

- Rent

- Distribution

- Rental

- Use

- Resource Saving

- Product Production (Assembly)

- Parts Production

- Parts Repairs

- Parts Reuse

- Product Reuse

- Repair

- Upgrade

- Collection

- Dismantle

- Recycle

Example of actions for reducing and reusing